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Abstract
The visualization of volume data is a fundamental component in the medical
domain. Volume data is used in the clinical work-ﬂow to diagnose patients and
is therefore of uttermost importance. The amount of data is rapidly increasing
as sensors, such as computed tomography scanners, become capable of measuring
more details and gathering more data over time. Unfortunately, the increasing
amount of data makes it computationally challenging to interactively apply high
quality methods to increase shape and depth perception. Furthermore, methods for
exploring volume data has mostly been designed for experts, which prohibits novice
users from exploring volume data. This thesis aims to address these challenges by
introducing eﬃcient methods for enhancing salient features through high quality
illumination as well as methods for intuitive volume data exploration.
Humans are interpreting the world around them by observing how light interacts
with objects. Shadows enable us to better determine distances while shifts in
color enable us to better distinguish objects and identify their shape. These
concepts are also applicable to computer generated content. The perception in
volume data visualization can therefore be improved by simulating real-world light
interaction. However, realistic light simulation is a computationally challenging
problem. This thesis presents eﬃcient methods that are capable of interactively
simulating realistic light propagation in volume data. In particular, this work
shows how a multi-resolution grid can be used to encode the attenuation of
light from all directions using spherical harmonics and thereby enable advanced
interactive dynamic light conﬁgurations. Two methods are also presented that allow
photon mapping calculations to be focused on visually changing areas. The results
demonstrate that photon mapping can be used in interactive volume visualization
for both static and time-varying volume data.
Eﬃcient and intuitive exploration of volume data requires methods that are easy
to use and reﬂect the objects that were measured. A value that has been collected
by a sensor commonly represents the material existing within a small neighborhood
around a location. Recreating the original materials is diﬃcult since the value
represents a mixture of them. This is referred to as the partial-volume problem. A
method is presented that derives knowledge from the user in order to reconstruct the
original materials in a way which is more in line with what the user would expect.
Sharp boundaries are visualized where the certainty is high while uncertain areas
are visualized with fuzzy boundaries. The volume exploration process of mapping
data values to optical properties through the transfer function has traditionally
been complex and performed by expert users. In this thesis, a dynamic gallery of
the data is combined with touch interaction to allow novice users to explore volume
data. A study at a science center showed that visitors favor the presented dynamic
gallery method compared to the most commonly used transfer function editor.
vii

Populärvetenskaplig Sammanfattning
Medicinska verktyg som till exempel datortomografskanners kan idag samla in
tusentals bilder av kroppens inre och tillsammans formar de en volym av data.
Visualisering av volymdata är idag en grundläggande komponent i det kliniska
arbetsﬂödet där det används för att ställa diagnoser på patienter. Visualiseringen
gör att radiologer kan se inre organ och är därför ett viktigt verktyg i det kliniska
arbetsﬂödet. Mängden information ökar kraftigt i takt med att skanners förbättrar
sin detaljrikedom och förmåga att samla in information över tid. Den ökade detaljrikedomen gör att rätt diagnoser kan ställas med större säkerhet medan information
över tid gör det möjligt att analysera organens funktion i kroppen. Det är en stor
utmaning att hantera den ökande mängden volymdata och förbättra möjligheterna
för användare att tolka informationen. Den här avhandlingen introducerar därför
eﬀektiva metoder för att framhäva viktiga delar i datan genom virtuell belysning
samt metoder för att förenkla utforskningen av datan.
Människor har sedan födseln tränats i att tolka världen omkring oss genom att
observera hur ljus interagerar med objekt i vår omgivning. Skuggor gör att vi kan
bedöma avstånd bättre medans färgskiftningar gör att vi kan separera objekt och
bedöma dess form. Visualisering av volymdata kan därför förbättras genom att
introducera en realistisk belysningsmiljö där vi kan använda vårt synsinne fullt ut
för att tolka informationen. Realistisk ljussimulering kräver dock stora mängder
beräkningar vilket hindrar den från att användas vid interaktiv visualisering. Det
krävs därmed eﬀektiva metoder för att interaktivt kunna simulera realistiskt ljus
i volymdata. I den här avhandlingen visas hur avancerade dynamiska ljuskonﬁgurationer interaktivt kan simuleras. Ljussimulering av högre kvalité kan uppnås
genom att representera ljuset med små energipartiklar kallade fotoner. Att använda
fotoner för ljussättning i volymdata är beräkningstungt och har därför inte kunnat
göras interaktivt tidigare. Två metoder presenteras som fokuserar beräkningarna
på områden som förändras under utforskningen vilket gör att mängden beräkningar
som behöver utföras kan reduceras. Resultaten visar att realistisk ljussimulering
med fotoner därmed kan användas vid interaktiv visualisering av volymdata.
För att uppnå eﬀektiv och intuitiv utforskning av volymdata krävs metoder som
är enkla att använda och återspeglar objekten som mäts. Ett mätvärde som har
samlats in av en skanner representerar samtliga objekt inom ett visst område.
Att återskapa objekten inom området är svårt eftersom mätvärdet representerar
en blandning av objekten. I avhandlingen presenteras en metod som härleder
kunskap från användaren för att återskapa objekten på ett sätt som ligger mer
i linje med vad användaren förväntar sig. Gränser där objekten kan bestämmas
med hög säkerhet återskapas som skarpa medan områden där osäkerheten är hög
blir suddiga. Utforskning av volymdata har traditionellt varit en komplex process
utförd av experter. Ett dynamiskt bildgalleri av volymdatan kombineras med
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pekskärmsinteraktion för att oerfarna användare ska kunna utforska datan. En
studie på ett museum visade att ﬂer besökare föredrog det föreslagna dynamiska
bildgalleriet jämfört den vanligaste metoden för att utforska volymdata.
Metoderna presenterade i den här avhandlingen är främst demonstrerade på medicinsk data men de kan också appliceras på volymdata från andra områden.
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Contributions
Paper A:
A Survey of Volumetric Illumination Techniques for Interactive Volume
Rendering
Presents an overview of the state-of-the art within the ﬁeld of volumetric illumination. Methods within the ﬁeld are compared with respect to their memory
consumption, computational load and capabilities of producing high ﬁdelity illumination when changing the transfer function, light sources or camera.
Paper B:
Eﬃcient Visibility Encoding for Dynamic Illumination in Direct Volume
Rendering
Proposes the use of an eﬃcient data structure to store and compute local and
global visibility within the data set using spherical harmonics. The computational
gain enables complex dynamic light setups to be used within interactive volume
visualization. As a second author I was primarily involved in both the development
and implementation of the method. The method was presented at the IEEE VIS
TVCG track.
Paper C:
Historygrams: Enabling Interactive Global Illumination in Direct Volume Rendering Using Photon Mapping
Introduces a representation of the data history of a photon and view ray that can
be eﬃciently queried and stored. The data history is used to determine whether a
photon or view ray is aﬀected by a parameter change and therefore needs to be
recomputed. The method increases the performance of the high ﬁdelity photon
mapping illumination technique such that it can be used for interactive volume
exploration using the transfer function. The method was presented at IEEE VIS
(SciVis).
Paper D:
Correlated Photon Mapping for Interactive Global Illumination of TimeVarying Volumetric Data
Utilizes correlation between time-steps in volumetric data to determine and prioritize the subset of photons that need to be updated due to changes. A visual
importance function is proposed that takes the data into account as well as the
transfer function in order to determine the correlation of visible content between
time steps. An approximate photon gathering approach is presented, which allows
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the photon density to be retrieved during camera movements using hardware
accelerated ﬁltering. The method advances the state-of-the-art performance in
volumetric photon mapping such that it can be used for interactive volume exploration of time-varying volumetric data. The method received an honorable mention
and is to be presented at IEEE VIS (SciVis).
Paper E:
Boundary Aware Reconstruction of Scalar Fields
Improves the visualization of features in transition areas and at discontinuous
material boundaries using encoded domain knowledge. The domain knowledge is
supplied through a material classiﬁcation and combined with the visual classiﬁcation
to reconstruct values that are more in line with the user’s understanding of the
nature of the data. The results show that visualizations which capture the nature
of the data can be created with decreased interaction complexity compared to
previous work. As a second author I was involved in developing the idea, the
method and writing the manuscript. The method was presented at IEEE VIS
(SciVis).
Paper F:
Intuitive Exploration of Volumetric Data Using Dynamic Galleries
Makes volume data exploration for novice users easier through the use of dynamically
generated gallery images of the data set. Each gallery image displays a sub-range
of the data set’s value range. Zooming and panning is used to change the displayed
data value range, causing the gallery to dynamically update, and enables the user
to get both an overview as well as details on demand. A user study showed that
the presented method was preferred compared to a traditional approach without
gallery images. The method was presented at IEEE VIS (SciVis).
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Chapter

1

Motivation
A human is trained from the moment it is born to interpret the world through the
visual sense. We are therefore remarkably good at forming a mental image of the
information that is fed through our eyes. Examples from the Gestalt principles in
Figure 1.1 demonstrate how quickly and easy we understand information through
the visual sense [1]. We can identify groups depending on how close features are to
each other and ﬁll in missing information without consciously thinking about it [74].
Providing visual representations of complex information is therefore increasingly
important to allow humans to understand and reason about the large amounts of
information available today.

(a) Proximity

(b) Closure

Figure 1.1: Examples of human interpretation capabilities given by the Gestalt
principles. (a) Objects perceived close to each other form groups. (b) Objects are
perceived as whole even though they are incomplete.
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(a) Single image

(b) Several images

(c) Organized images

Figure 1.2: We can quickly understand the contents of a single image (a). But
it takes more time to understand the relation between images when the number of
images grows (b). By displaying the images in a diﬀerent way (c), or adding additional
information, it becomes easier to spot the relation between the images.

1.1

Visual analysis of complex information

Information can become complex due to a range of reasons. For example, the
information can consist of many diﬀerent parameters or it can have intricate
interconnections. It can also become complex due to the amount of information.
Take the example of visualizing the light information projected onto a camera at a
single instance in time. It is an easy task for a human to understand the contents
of the single image captured by the camera. With an increasing number of images
it becomes hard and time-consuming to grasp the content of all the images. The
information is still the same, only the amount has changed. The information has,
in a sense, become complex.
It may be possible to assist the human, i.e. the user, to understand the contents
of the images if the connection between them can be emphasized. The images in
Figure 1.2, taken by the author, illustrate this concept. Looking at the information from a diﬀerent point of view, or emphasizing salient features, can help us
understand that the images in the ﬁgure are about a trip in South America. We
may even draw the conclusion that it is likely that the author of this thesis likes to
travel. These types of problems are hard for a computer to solve while humans
can solve them quickly without much eﬀort. While this may change with future
developments in machine learning and artiﬁcial intelligence, it has been one of the
reasons why humans often are involved in analyzing complex information and why
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visualization can help us understand it.

1.2

Enhancing salient features

Humans rely on illumination to better understand their surroundings. The location
or shape of an object can be understood by interpreting shadows and specular
highlights [13]. Light obstructed by another object can help us to understand if
the object is in front of or behind the other object [4], commonly referred to as
occlusion. The colors of objects can help us instantly separate or group them as
shown in the Gestalt principles [72]. Salient features can therefore be enhanced by
assigning diﬀerent colors to them, applying specular highlights and allowing them
to cast shadows. These concepts have been applied by artists to bring out features
in their paintings for many centuries.

1.3

Visualizing volume data

This work deals with visualizing volumes of information. The volume can be seen
as series of images put into a stack and are thus spatially connected and complex
in a sense. The information is often physical measurements from the real world
such as the radiodensity in the human body.
Humans are not particularly good at understanding shapes or relations between
organs when analyzing millions of radiodensity measurements in a sheet. Instead, we
combine the humans’ phenomenal visual analysis capabilities of complex information
and understanding of light interaction by visualizing the volume data as light
interacting media in three spatial dimensions. This allows us to see the relations
between the radiodensity measurements, i.e. organs, in the same way as they are
arranged in the measured human body. A physician can thereby examine the inside
of the human body as if looking at it in the real world.
This thesis uses the light interacting media representation for volume data and
presents methods for enhancing salient features through simulated illumination
as well as interaction methods for specifying occlusion and color. These methods
support the users’ in understanding and analyzing volume data using visual analysis.

Chapter

2

Introduction
The visualization process often begins with two components, the data and the user.
The type of data decides what kinds of visualizations can be oﬀered, while the
user provides knowledge about the salient features desired to be discovered and
analyzed. This work deals with enhancing salient features when visualizing volume
data. A brief introduction on volume data, how it can be generated, and what
kinds of visualizations that can be created using this type of data, is provided in
this chapter. The focus of this work is on visualizing volume data using the volume
rendering equation. The basic model for volume rendering is therefore given in
this chapter as an introduction, while an extended explanation is given in the next
chapter along with common ways of solving the equation. Paper A can be seen as
a more extensive introduction to the methods used to solve the volume rendering
equation. The ﬁnal section within this chapter explains how users can encode their
knowledge to ﬁnd the salient features within the data.
The interested reader is referred to books on the topic, such as Visual Computing
for Medicine by Preim and Botha [57] or Real-Time Volume Graphics by Engel et
al. [11].

2.1

The visualization pipeline

The workﬂow of most visualization techniques follows the visualization pipeline
shown in Figure 2.1. Raw data is typically retrieved using sensors or generated
by a simulation. Examples of sensors used in a medical setting are Computed
Tomography (CT) scanners, which use X-rays to measure the radiodensity inside
the body, and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanners, which use strong
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Focus
data

Prepared
data

Raw data

Data analysis

Filtering

Geometric
data

Mapping

Image
data

Rendering

User
interaction

Figure 2.1: An overview of the visualization pipeline adapted from Haber and
McNabb [15]. Raw data is analyzed, ﬁltered, mapped and ﬁnally rendered to produce
an image on the screen that can be analyzed by the user. The user gains insight
and changes parameters to further explore the data, which causes the pipeline to be
re-evaluated.
magnetic ﬁelds to measure the distribution of hydrogen in the body. Both of these
techniques allow physicians to examine the inside of patients without performing
surgery and to possibly diagnose the patient’s condition.
The raw data needs to be transformed into a representation that can be used by
the visualization algorithm. This is done in the data analysis step. The data
analysis may be a computationally expensive task which derives new features from
raw data, or a more light-weight procedure performed during exploration, such
as reconstructing an estimate of the original signal from discrete raw data. The
process of measuring the signal is therefore closely connected to the data analysis,
which consequently needs to reﬂect the ﬁlters used to construct the raw data in
order to accurately reconstruct the original signal.
The exploratory phase of the visualization often begins at the ﬁltering and mapping
stages, where the interesting parts of the signal are retained and transformed into
visual representations. The user can have control over the ﬁlter such that features
within the data that are currently not important can be removed. Features of
interest can, on the other hand, be separated by, for example, mapping them to
diﬀerent colors. The ﬁltering and mapping steps are therefore key components
within the visualization pipeline.
The last stage within the pipeline turns the mapped data into pixels on the screen.
The pipeline is part of an iterative process, which is re-executed as soon as the user
changes the parameters. The faster an iteration can be performed, the faster it is
to gain insights, which is one of the reasons why interactivity is essential during
the exploratory phase within the visualization pipeline.

2.2

Static volume data

The raw data in the visualization pipeline is, in our case, a 3D array of scalar
values. We refer to the 3D array of scalar values as volume data, which can be
seen as a stack of 2D images as exempliﬁed on the left in Figure 2.2. Static volume
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...
Figure 2.2: Structured 3D data can be seen as a stack of images put together to
form a volume of data (left). Visualization of the stack of computed tomography
images to the left (right).
data reﬂects the fact that the volume data is recorded at a single point in time and
thereby represent a static snapshot of the measured objects. The scalar values are
organized in a structured grid, which means that the spatial location of each value
is implicitly given by its position in the array. The structured grid uses a ﬁxed
distance between the values in each dimension such that the position x of element
integer indices (i, j, k) can be computed using x = o + (i · dx, j · dy, k · dz), where
o is the origin of the grid and (dx, dy, dz) is the distance between samples in each
dimension. The structured grid is the standard format within the medical domain.

2.3

Time-varying volume data

Data measured over time is commonly referred to as time-varying data. In this
work, we refer to data recorded in 3D over time as time-varying volume data. It is
a 4D signal, where the fourth dimension corresponds to time.
By analyzing volume data over time, it becomes possible to examine and investigate
the function of objects within the data in addition to their spatial location, size
and shape. This means that the function of the human organs can be examined,
enabling a new set of patient diagnosis in the medical domain. For example, the
heart beat cycle can be analyzed to understand if the ﬂow into the ventricles is
normal, which is not possible to determine using static volume data.

2.4

Volume data generation

There are a range of devices available to generate both static and time-varying
volume data. Computed tomography (CT) scanners measure the attenuation of
x-rays within the subject, called radiodensity. The radiodensity values produced
by the scanner are mapped to Hounsﬁeld units (HU). The medical ﬁeld commonly
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Figure 2.3: MRI scan of a brain visualized in brown together with the fMRI signal in
yellow-orange. The MRI scan supplies spatial context for the low resolution fMRI signal,
which allows us to visualize where the active areas are in the brain when performing a
particular task.

use a HU scale where -1000 corresponds to air, 0 to distilled water and 3000 to
compact bone. CT produces best results for hard tissues. Contrast agents with
high density can be injected into the blood to highlight blood vessel structures. An
example of a CT scan of a human head, where a contrast agent has been injected,
is shown on the right side in Figure 2.2.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners measure the radio frequency emitted
by hydrogen atoms. First, a strong magnetic ﬁeld is applied to line up the hydrogen
atoms in the same direction in the body. Second, a radio pulse is emitted to excite
the nuclear spin of the hydrogen atoms. The atoms will realign when turning oﬀ
the radio pulse. The realigning will emit a radio frequency which is used to locate
the hydrogen in the body. Diﬀerent tissues are identiﬁed by observing the time
it takes for the atoms to realign. Soft tissues are better captured by MRI since
they commonly contain hydrogen atoms and MRI is therefore used to examine,
for example, the structures within the brain [9]. The output values of the same
material varies between MRI scans. The values from MRI scans can, in contrast to
CT, therefore not be accurately mapped to a speciﬁc material [9]. Functional MRI
(fMRI) measures blood ﬂow and can be used to examine the activity in the brain
under the assumption that increased blood ﬂow indicates higher brain activity. The
fMRI scans are of lower resolution than the MRI scans but can be combined with
an MRI scan to improve the spatial context of the signal as shown by Nguyen et
al. [52]. An example of a fusion of fMRI and MRI scans is depicted in Figure 2.3.
Positron emission tomography (PET) measures metabolic processes in the body.
Similar to fMRI, PET scans are generally of low resolution and are therefore often
combined with CT or MRI scans in order to provide a spatial reference for the
PET signal [71]. PET is commonly used together with a tracer that is injected
into the body, which yield a high signal response in areas which the tracer ﬂows to.
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Figure 2.4: Time-varying volumetric ultrasound scan of a fetus. The head of the
fetus can be seen in the top part of the images. Ultrasound generally produces noisy
data, which makes it more diﬃcult to discern features. Data courtesy of Context Vision
AB.
Ultrasound is used to measure bones or soft tissues and is often used for pointof-care testing, i.e. diagnosis at the same time and place as the patient is being
treated. The time it takes for the ultrasound waves to be reﬂected are measured
and used as a basis to produce an image or volume. The ultrasound measurements
cannot be used to classify a given signal value into a tissue but it is possible to
analyze the structure of the tissues. Ultrasound is inexpensive but generates noisier
data compared to the previously mentioned techniques.
Techniques generating time-varying volume data have been developing rapidly
during the last decade. There were no commercial CT-scanners available to extract
time-varying data until recently and scanning resolution has increased while the
X-ray dosage has decreased at the same time. This means that 4D-CT volume data
is starting to be used in the clinical workﬂow. Other techniques, such as ultrasound,
have been used to analyze time-dependent 2D data. However, it has not been
possible to produce time-varying volume data using ultrasound in hospitals until
recently. An example of a rendering of time-varying volume ultrasound data can
be seen in Figure 2.4.

2.5

Volume data visualization

Some of the most common visualization techniques for the data described above
are iso-surfacing, maximum intensity projection (MIP) and direct volume rendering
(DVR). In Figure 2.5, these three techniques are applied to a CT scan of the
shoulder and head of a human. The iso-surface technique allows the user to see
where in the data set a given value exists and is therefore useful when an exact
value is of interest to the user. The MIP technique allows the user to ﬁnd the
largest values within the data by projecting them onto the screen, which generates
a result similar to traditional X-ray images. The MIP technique is useful when
large density values are of interest, such as bone in a CT scan. However, spatial
relations between objects are lost due to lack of occlusion but they can partially
be regained by changing the point of view. Direct volume rendering uses light as
an information carrier by simulating the light transport within volumetric data.
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(a) Iso-surface

(b) MIP

(c) Emission-absorption

Figure 2.5: Examples of three diﬀerent volume visualization techniques applied to a
CT scan of the head and shoulders. (a) Iso-surface algorithm visualizing a speciﬁc data
value. (b) Maximum intensity projection (MIP) visualizing the maximum data value on
the way to the camera. (c) Emission-absorption model interpreting the data values as
light which is emitted and absorbed toward on the way to the camera.
The visualization is controlled by ﬁltering and mapping the scalar data into visual
properties such as light emission and absorption. While iso-surfaceing and MIP
perform binary decisions in what to visualize, the volume rendering technique
captures uncertainty through the occlusion resulting from absorption. Enhancing
the features within the data using direct volume rendering is the main focus of this
work. The following subsection provides an introduction to the key concepts of
volume rendering.

2.5.1

Direct volume rendering

The most basic way of applying direct volume rendering is to assume that light
is only emitted and absorbed by small particles in the volume. A camera is used
to denote the position xc and direction a user is viewing the scene. The light
traveling towards the camera and ending up on the screen forms the visualization.
Here, we will give a short introduction to the emission-absorption model, which is
a simpliﬁed version of the full light transport model explained in Section 3.2.
The amount of light reaching the camera can be computed by integrating the
radiance L, the amount of energy ﬂowing per unit area, in the direction towards
the camera. The radiance reaching the camera from the initial position x0 in the
−x0
direction ω
 = xxc−x
, is given by integrating the eﬀects of attenuation and emitted
c
0
light along the ray:
 ) = T (x0 , xc ) L0 (x0 , ω
)+
L(xc , ω
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where D = xc − x0  is the length of the ray and x = x0 + sω , s ∈ [0, D], is the
position along the ray. The ﬁrst term describes the amount of light reaching the
camera from the initial background position. The second part accounts for the
attenuated emitted radiance Le (x, ω
 ) along the ray. The absorption coeﬃcient σa (x)
speciﬁes the amount of particles that are emitting and absorbing light. Attenuation
of energy between two points x1 and x2 is given by the exponential of the extinction
σt (x) between them:
T (x1 , x2 ) = e−

 x
0

2 −x1 

σt (x1 +s
ω )ds

,

(2.2)

x2 −x1
x2 −x1 

where ω
 =
is the normalized direction between the two points and σt (x1 +sω )
describes the amount of particles absorbing light at the given position. The
attenuation of energy, also referred to as transmittance or transparency, is key to
describing the amount of light ﬁnally reaching a location and is discussed further
in Section 3.3.

2.6

Transfer functions

One of the core components of the volume rendering visualization technique is
the transfer function. The transfer function enables users to encode their domain
knowledge of the data by mapping the data into optical properties. The user
can thereby decide which data that is of interest and how it should appear. The
mapping of data can also be referred to as classiﬁcation. A common approach is
to let the user specify the optical properties in terms of opacity α ∈ [0, 1] and
color [8]. The opacity is related to the transparency T according to α = 1 − T . The
color is usually inserted into Equation 2.1 as the emitted radiance. An opacity of
zero will make a feature completely transparent while an opacity of one will make
a feature entirely opaque. The opacity of a data value is in this case implicitly
representing a constant extinction coeﬃcient for a given length l:
α = 1 − e−

l
0

σt (s)ds

= 1 − e−σt l .

(2.3)

The extinction coeﬃcient can be derived from the equation above by taking the
logarithm of the two sides and solving for σt = log(1 − α)/l. Note that an opacity
of one will translate to an inﬁnite extinction coeﬃcient, which needs to be dealt
with when solving the equations numerically. However, many algorithms use the
opacity directly and adapt it to the desired length l using opacity correction:


α = 1 − (1 − α) l .
l

(2.4)

A selection of methods used to specify the optical properties are explained in the
following subsections while a thorough overview on transfer functions is given in
the work of Ljung et al. [46].

Opacity
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Intensity

Intensity

Figure 2.6: Transfer function editors for material classiﬁcation. (Left) Intensity values
are classiﬁed into a color and opacity. (Right) Intensity and gradient magnitude can
also be combined to classify a material. The intensity-gradient magnitude histogram is
shown in the background.

2.6.1

One-dimensional transfer functions

The most commonly used method for exploring volume data is the one-dimensional
transfer function. It is simple to implement and does not require any additional
attributes to be computed. A scalar value is mapped to optical properties by
applying the transfer function. The user can explore the data by altering the
function through a graphical interface. A common graphical interface for specifying
color and opacity for diﬀerent scalar values can be seen in Figure 2.6, left. The
height of the curve indicates which opacity a given intensity value will be mapped
to. The color for a particular intensity value is given by interpolating between the
colors of the neighboring handles. The user can adjust the curve and colors to
separate or hide features within the data.

2.6.2

Multi-dimensional transfer functions

The scalar based classiﬁcation is only capable of classifying the material correctly if
there is a one-to-one mapping between the scalar value and the material. However,
the same value at diﬀerent locations in the data can, in many cases, reside from
diﬀerent objects. Diﬀerent attributes, often based on statistical properties, can be
added to improve the classiﬁcation. Note that the output of the multi-dimensional
transfer functions are the same as for the one-dimensional ones, i.e. optical properties
such as opacity and a color.
Transfer functions based on additional attributes require diﬀerent user interfaces
to deal with the higher dimensionality. A widget-based interface for manipulating
the two-dimensional intensity-gradient magnitude transfer function, introduced by
Kniss et al. [33], is depicted in Figure 2.6, right. The opacity is encoded as a third
dimension, which in this case is mapped to the transparency of the widgets shown
in yellow and blue.
This concludes the introduction of core components in volume visualization. This
chapter started with describing the visualization pipeline and its application to
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volume data. What volume data is and how it can be generated was introduced
along with basic techniques to visualize it. We dived into the mathematical theory
behind the emission-absorption model to gain a better understanding of the DVR
technique, which is the main focus of this work. Finally, it was described how
salient features in the data can be shown using the transfer function. The following
parts of the thesis will be directed towards challenges addressed and solutions
supplied in the included papers.

Chapter

3

Selected challenges in
volume data exploration
This chapter serves as an introduction to the research contributions presented in this
thesis and also presents the corresponding challenges in the volume visualization
ﬁeld with respect to illumination and data exploration. The chapter begins with a
general background followed by sections on theory and addressed challenges in the
ﬁeld.

3.1

Background

Sensors producing volumetric data in the medical domain have, during the last
decades, substantially increased their output in terms of resolution and quality.
The increased resolution and quality enable detailed structures, such as blood
vessels, to be examined and diagnosed with greater certainty. Screen resolution has
also increased in parallel with the data resolution. This increases the quality of the
visualization, but also increases computational complexity and need for performance.
The advent of specialized graphics hardware, the graphics processing unit (GPU),
has been one of the enabling factors for dealing with higher screen resolution and
the increasing amount of data. However, current computation capabilities of the
GPU are still not enough to apply brute force methods for visualizing volumetric
data of increasing resolution. While each computation performed on a GPU may
be slower than on a central processing unit (CPU), the GPU can reduce the total
computation time by performing many operations in parallel. However, algorithms
and data structures need to be designed speciﬁcally for GPUs in order to fully utilize
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(a) Emission-absorption

(b) Local shading

(c) Global illumination

Figure 3.1: The spatial perception in DVR (a) can be enhanced by applying local
shading (b) and global illumination (c).
their parallel nature. Almost all new techniques dealing with volume visualization
need to utilize GPUs in order to become interactive and therefore need to be
designed accordingly.
The DVR technique allows volume data to be examined using a range of exploration
techniques. The point of view can be changed to view the data from diﬀerent angles
and positions. Regions can be clipped to remove obstructing objects. Clipping of
exterior parts is often used to explore the interior regions of the data. The transfer
function can be changed to reveal or hide features within the data as well as separate
features by assigning diﬀerent colors to them. The position of light sources can be
changed to emphasize structures and reveal spatial diﬀerences between features.
All of these techniques are used to gain an understanding of the data and need to
be combined and performed interactively to enable a smooth exploration experience
for the user. Each technique presents a challenge in itself. More speciﬁcally,
an illumination algorithm needs to support clipping and should be fast enough
to handle camera and transfer function changes interactively. The perceptual
beneﬁt of applying illumination is restricted by the quality, type, placement or
number of light sources that can be used, or the material properties which can
be applied [66, 68, 76]. The perceptual diﬀerence when applying three diﬀerent
illumination approaches is demonstrated in Figure 3.1, where the vessel structure
inside a head is visualized. Achieving interactive high quality global illumination
that is not restricted by the number or type of light sources is challenging due
to the computationally expensive operations required. Another challenge lies in
making the transfer function easy to use while improving the material separation.
Volume exploration will never reach a wide audience unless all of these aspects are
combined with an intuitive interface. The work presented in this thesis is touching
all of these aspects and has taken them into account during the design of the
methods and algorithms within.
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Absorption

Emission

Scattering

Figure 3.2: Light can be absorbed, emitted and scattered on its way towards the
eye. Absorption reduces the amount of light while emission increases it as indicated by
the thickness of the arrows. Scattering may increase or decrease the light towards the
eye depending on the amount of incoming light and the reﬂectance properties of the
material.

3.2

Light transport theory for volumetric data

Light can be described as particles or waves of energy traveling through space.
Emitted light travels unobstructed until it hits an object, which can cause it to
change its path or transform into another form of energy. The term scattering
is used when light changes its path, while the term absorption is used when
transforming into another type of energy that cannot be seen by the eye, such
as heat. These three types of events, emission, absorption and scattering, are
illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The radiance will be attenuated due to absorption and scattering as it travels
towards the eye. The probability that light is absorbed or scattered when traveling
an inﬁnitesimal distance ds is given by σt (x) ds, where σt is the extinction coeﬃcient at position x. The extinction coeﬃcient describes the material’s density of
particles that the light may hit and can be divided into the absorption coeﬃcient
σa (x) and scattering coeﬃcient σs (x), such that σt (x) = σa (x) + σs (x). The
absorption coeﬃcient determines how much light is absorbed by the material while
the scattering coeﬃcient determines how much light is scattered. The absorbing
particles are assumed to be emitting light as well.
The emission-absorption model presented in Section 2.5.1 is extended to include
scattering in the integration of radiance along the ray:
 ) = T (x0 , xc ) L0 (x0 , ω
)+
L(xc , ω
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(3.1)
The second part integrates all radiance scattered and emitted into the direction
towards the camera at each point along the ray from the initial position to the
camera position. The outgoing radiance at each position in the integration is
attenuated by the transmittance from the camera position to the point being
evaluated, given by T (xc , x). Energy emitted from a material or light source
along the ray is captured by the emission term Le (x, ω
 ), while the in-scattered
radiance along the ray is captured by Li (x, ω
 ). An illustration of the components
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x0 + sω

L0 (x0 , ω
)
x0

T (xc , x0 + sω )
T (x0 , xc )
Figure 3.3: The radiance arriving at the location on the screen is the sum of the
attenuated background radiance L0 and integrated emitted and scattered light along
the ray towards the eye. Single scattering accounts for the radiance scattered once
from the light source(s) towards the eye, indicated by the large yellow arrow, while
multiple scattering considers light that has bounced inside the medium as indicated by
the small yellow arrows.
in Equation 3.1 is given in Figure 3.3. The integration can also be performed from
the camera position to the initial position by switching the position x = x0 + sω
with x = xc − sω .
The scattered radiance Li (x, ω
 ) takes the light arriving from all directions into
account by integrating over the incoming directions towards the point x on a
sphere Ω4π :


) =
Li (x, ω

s(x, ω
 , ω
 )L(x, ω
  )dω  ,

(3.2)

Ω4π

where s(x, ω
 , ω
 ) is the material reﬂectance function, which models the amount of
light coming from direction ω
  and is reﬂected into direction ω
 at position x (see
Figure 3.4). The combination of Equations 3.1 and 3.2 introduces the recursive
nature of a global illumination computation. In order to determine the outgoing
radiance at a position x it is necessary to know how much light is sent from all
other points in the scene towards x.

3.2.1

Material scattering

The reﬂectance function is used to simulate how light interacts with real-world
materials ranging from plastics to milk, and therefore has a large impact on the
visual appearance of the objects in the scene. It describes how the incident light at
a point will reﬂect and is often referred to as local illumination. The reﬂectance
function can improve our ability to perceive the shape of an object. The function
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(a) BRDF
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(b) Phase function

Figure 3.4: The proportion of incoming light reﬂected from direction ω
  into direction
ω
 at location x is determined by the material reﬂectance function s(x, ω
 , ω
 ). (a) A
reﬂectance model that represents a surface material, which depend on the normal n
orthogonal to the surface. (b) Volumetric material functions are commonly modeled
based on the incoming light direction, here using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function
(g = 0.5).
needs to be energy conserving in order to be physically correct. This means that
the amount of incoming light equals the amount of outgoing light:


s(x, ω
 , ω
 )dω  = 1.

Ω4π

The models describing light reﬂection on a surface, where the incoming and outgoing
light direction can be exchanged without changing the result, i.e. s(x, ω
 , ω
) =

s(x, ω
,ω
 ), are called bidirectional reﬂectance distribution functions (BRDFs). These
surface based models assume that the light is reﬂected on a hemisphere centered
around the normal axis of the surface as seen in Figure 3.4(a).
Scattering models for participating media generally do not depend on the surface
normal. Instead, they model how the light scatters based on the incoming light
direction. These functions, describing the scattering of incoming light into any
direction on the sphere, are referred to as phase functions. The most straight
forward phase function is the isotropic phase function, which scatters light equally
1
in all directions, i.e. s(x, ω
 , ω
 ) = 4π
. Scattering in anisotropic materials, on the
other hand, can be approximated by the Henyey-Greenstein [18] model depending
on the anisotropy parameter g ∈ [−1, 1]:
 , g) =
G(ω  , ω

1 − g2
3

4π(1 + g 2 − 2g ω
 · ω
 )2

(3.3)

This equation models the probability that light scatters from direction ω
  into
direction ω
 , where g = −1 means that the light will scatter back into the direction
it came from, g = 0 results in anisotropic scattering, while g = 1 causes the light
to continue in the same direction it came from. The Henyey-Greenstein phase
function is illustrated in Figure 3.4(b) using g = 0.5.
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3.2.2

Solving the light transport equation

Light transport equations are generally too complex and computationally expensive
to be solved analytically for all but the simplest cases. Interactive volume rendering
methods commonly use a numerical solver based on a Riemann sum. The derivation
for the emission-absorption model is given here, while the interested reader is
referred to the work of Max [51] for the full model, and Paper A for an extensive
overview of methods for solving these equations.
The ray along which the light transport equation is evaluated is separated into
i ∈ [0, N − 1] intervals over the length D of the ray. Each segment in Equation 3.1,
having a length of Δs = D/N , is assumed to have a constant emission and
absorption. The attenuation from the start to the end of the ray can, under this
assumption, be approximated using the exponential of the Riemann sum:
e−

D
0

σt (x0 +s
ω )ds

≈ e−

N −1
i=0

σt (x0 +iΔs
ω )Δs

=

N
−1

ti ,

(3.4)

i=0



where ti = e−σt (x0 +iΔsω)Δs and li=k ti refers to the multiplication of all terms
ti (for k ≤ i ≤ l). Similarly, the emission for segment i is deﬁned as gi =
σa (x0 + iΔsω )Le (x0 + iΔsω , ω
 )Δs. The attenuationof the emission from segment


N −1

−1
i along the ray to the end is approximated using e− j=i+1 σt (x0 +jΔsω)Δs = N
i=j+1 tj
The emission-absorption parts in the volume rendering integral in Equation 3.1,
excluding background light, can thus be approximated using:

 D
0

T (xc , x)σa (x)Le (x, ω
 )ds ≈

N
−1

i=0

gi

N
−1

tj .

(3.5)

j=i+1

The equation above can be solved with the initial conditions for the attenuation
T = 1 and radiance L = 0 by iteratively applying the front-to-back compositing
algorithm for segments i = N − 1 to i = 0:
L = T · L + gi
T = T · ti

(3.6)

Popular technical realizations using the compositing scheme are texture-slicing [5]
and ray-casting [39]. In texture-slicing, the iterations along all rays are synchronized
through a plane sweeping the volume data, and the intermediate results between
each iteration are stored in textures. In ray-casting, each ray sent from the camera
is treated independently.
Light scattering can be added by extending gi to take the incoming radiance in
Equation 3.2 into account. As previously mentioned, this turns the expression into
a recursive equation that is not easily solved and has been an active research topic
during the last two decades. The methods addressing this challenge are further
discussed in Section 3.3.
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3.3

Enhancing salient features using illumination

One of the main goals within the volumetric illumination ﬁeld has been to come
up with techniques that can handle advanced illumination eﬀects with high quality,
have a small memory footprint and are fast enough to compute without losing
interactivity. Salient features are speciﬁed by the user through the transfer function
and are therefore a key aspect to consider when applying volumetric illumination
to enhance them. Producing high quality illumination to enhance salient features
is a challenging goal and each technique presented during the last two decades
has made a trade-oﬀ with respect to one or more of the goals in order to reach
interactive frame-rates.
Some techniques are tailored towards a speciﬁc rendering paradigm for volume data.
The half-angle slicing technique presented by Kniss et al. [34] has a low memory
overhead and produces advanced illumination eﬀects but is bound to the texture
slicing rendering technique [5]. Texture slicing has the advantage that it works on
old hardware but has been shown to produce lower quality than ray-casting [65].
Many illumination algorithms use fast pre-computation techniques of illumination
information which often allow faster rendering speeds for camera movements at the
expense of additional memory requirements [2, 19, 58, 59, 60, 75]. One example
is the summed area table-based technique presented by Schlegel et al. [63]. They
precompute a summed area table which is co-registered with the volume data and
use it to improve the performance of estimating the attenuation of light during
rendering. By storing the summed area table they are able to reuse computations
that would need to be performed each time the incident light is evaluated at a
point in the volume. Most techniques that rely on pre-computed illumination
information need to perform a considerable amount of computations as soon as
the light sources change, which may prevent interactive dynamic lights from being
used. One way to circumvent this problem is to decouple light information from
attenuation. Spherical harmonics can be used to encode the attenuation from all
directions [41, 64], which means that the lights can be changed without recomputing
the attenuation.
A recent trend has been to enhance the methods traditionally used for oﬄine
computation within the computer graphics ﬁeld to work for interactive volume data
exploration purposes. Techniques used for oﬄine computation are able to produce
high quality illumination and have less restrictions on the type of illumination
eﬀects that can be achieved. Kroes et al. [36] presented a framework adapted to use
the GPU for path-tracing of volume data. They are able to produce high quality
direct illumination at the expense of slow frame-rates, i.e. extensive computation.
Advanced eﬀects such as multiple scattering can be solved more eﬃciently using
photon mapping. Zhang et al. [77] presented a technique that combines photon
mapping with a spherical basis function to pre-compute and store the outgoing
radiance in a grid. While their technique allows interactive exploration using
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the camera, changing the transfer function or light source still require minutes of
computation time.
The following sections detail the challenges in using the spherical harmonics and
photon mapping techniques. A thorough overview of the techniques within the
interactive volumetric illumination ﬁeld and its challenges are presented in Paper A.

3.3.1

Spherical harmonics encoding

The spherical harmonic basis representation is a set of orthonormal basis functions
deﬁned on a sphere. The underlying idea resembles a Fourier series, which represent
functions on a circle instead of a sphere using the parametrization (x, y, z) =
(sin θ cos ϕ, sin θ sin ϕ, cos θ). One of the beneﬁts of the spherical harmonic basis
functions is that they can be rotated eﬃciently due to the sparse connections
created by the orthonormal basis [10]. The basis functions Ylm (θ, ϕ) are ordered
from low to high angular frequency, broken into bands where l >= 0 is the band
index and m ∈ [−l l] is the integer range of the band. The representation
can

∞ 
2
in theory describe all square-integrable functions ( −∞
f (x)  dx < ∞) and it
is therefore possible to approximate a function f (θ, ϕ) on the sphere using the
representation. The real-valued approximation f˜(θ, ϕ) can be formed by expanding
the orthonormal basis into a linear combination of the basis functions:
f˜(θ, ϕ) =

nl −1

l
 

fl,m Ylm (θ, ϕ),

(3.7)

l=0 m=−l

where nl ≥ 0 is the degree of the basis functions and fl,m are the projected spherical
harmonic coeﬃcients. The projected spherical harmonic coeﬃcients are found by
integrating the product of the function and the spherical harmonic basis:


fl,m =

S

2

f (θ, ϕ)Ylm (θ, ϕ).

(3.8)

The number of coeﬃcients used, i.e. the number of bands, is one of the key aspects
to consider when using the spherical harmonic representation. Higher frequency
eﬀects can be reproduced when using more coeﬃcients, but it requires more memory
and computation. A trade-oﬀ between performance, quality and memory needs to
be made for practical purposes. One of the main challenges in using the spherical
harmonic representation is therefore to reduce the amount of required memory and
computation while retaining the quality of the visualization.

3.3.2

Photon mapping

The radiance L arriving at a diﬀerential direction dω is given by the ﬂux Φ(x), i.e.
the amount of energy (light), over a ﬁnite volume dV :
L(x, ω
) =

d2 Φ(x)
.
dω dV

(3.9)
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The photon mapping illumination technique, presented by Jensen [22], tries to
approximate the radiance using photons representing the ﬂux. The technique is
performed in two steps. Photons are ﬁrst traced from the light sources into the
scene until they are absorbed or scattered. The position xp at which an absorption
or scattering event occurs is stored along with the direction ω
 p and energy of
the photon Φp (xp , ω
 p ). Scattered photons may be traced again until a maximum
number of scattering events has occurred or using a Russian roulette approach [22].
Together, all photons form a distribution of the ﬂow of light energy, ﬂux, which is
referred to as a photon map. An estimate of the radiance in Equation 3.9 can be
combined with Equation 3.2 to approximate the incoming radiance by gathering
the ﬂux of all n photons within a sphere of radius r:
) ≈
Li (x, ω

n

p=1

s(x, ω
 p, ω
)

 p)
Φp (xp , ω
W (||x − xp ||/r),
3
4
πr
3

(3.10)

where dV has been substituted with the volume of the sphere and W (||x − xp ||/r)
is a normalized spatial smoothing kernel. The equation above allows complex
illumination eﬀects, such as multiple scattering, to be taken into account and
solved eﬃciently due to the reuse of photon calculations for multiple view rays.
Also, due to the two-step process of photon tracing and photon gathering it is not
necessary to recompute the photons when changing the view direction. However,
the photon mapping technique is still too computationally expensive for high quality
illumination in interactive settings. The challenge therefore lies in ﬁnding ways of
evaluating the two steps eﬃciently without reducing quality.

3.3.3

Illumination of time-varying volumetric data

Most of the techniques within the volumetric illumination ﬁeld have been designed
for static volume data. This has allowed them to take advantage of diﬀerent
aspects of the volume rendering equation under the assumption that the data is
not changing. For example, high quality illumination can be achieved by applying
iterative techniques that improve the quality over time [36]. However, this is not
possible for time-varying data as the scene is constantly changing and therefore
resets the computation each frame. Time-varying data exhibit a similar behavior
to changing the camera, light source and transfer function at the same time. It
is therefore particularly challenging for techniques trying to solve the rendering
equation, since all of the parts in the rendering equation need to be solved at the
same time.

3.3.4

Summary of challenges in volumetric illumination

Previous techniques for interactive volumetric illumination have used various
simpliﬁcations of the volume rendering equation, cf. Equation 3.1 on page 17,
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which has allowed them to yield interactive frame rates. Unfortunately, these
simpliﬁcations put constraints on the number of light sources, types of light sources
or supported scattering functions. The techniques which can produce complex
illumination eﬀects, such as multiple scattering, do so using crude approximations or
the mentioned simpliﬁcations. A challenge within the volumetric illumination ﬁeld is
therefore to enable high quality interactive illumination without large simpliﬁcation
of the volume rendering equation. Time-varying volume data adds an additional
challenge in which all parts of the volume rendering equation need to be solved for
each frame.
Challenge: Enable high quality interactive illumination without large simpliﬁcation of the volume rendering equation.

3.4

Data exploration using the transfer function

The transfer function is an essential tool to be able to explore volume data and there
has been an extensive amount of work done on how to improve the ability to extract
the desired features and on how to make it easier to use. The following sections
discuss challenges in improving classiﬁcation without increasing the complexity
for the user and how to make the transfer function available to users who are not
familiar with volumetric data.

3.4.1

Feature separation

Sensors often measure the signal by applying a ﬁlter on the source signal. The
ﬁltered value is stored and, in our case, forms a voxel value. Multiple materials
may have been involved in the ﬁltering which causes a voxel value to represent a
mixture of materials. This eﬀect is known as the partial volume eﬀect. Classifying
a feature based on a signal which does not have a one-to-one mapping between
value and feature is diﬃcult by nature. Drebin et al. [7] introduced the transfer
function as a probabilistic classiﬁcation of samples, where they combined visual
contributions based on the mixture percentages in each voxel. In general, however,
the mixture percentages are not known. There have been three main approaches
to addressing the partial volume issue.
The ﬁrst approach is to visually classify the material through the use of additional
attributes such as gradient magnitude [33, 40]. This approach puts the power, or
burden, on the user to separate materials from each other. Statistical attributes
such as moment curves [54] can be also be used to improve the separation of
boundaries between materials. Introducing additional attributes to data that
already are multivariate, such as dual energy CT, is problematic. The method
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needs to deal with the increasing memory requirement and an interface that allows
the user to manipulate the transfer function in higher dimensions. Consequently,
more complicated interactions and multivariate data prevent these methods from
reaching a wider audience. There are also related techniques focusing on deriving
more advanced attributes to help the user to separate features. Sato et al. [62]
used local structures based on eigenvalues to identify sheets, lines or blobs. Sheets,
lines and blobs can roughly correspond to the anatomical structures of skin, vessels
and nodules, respectively. Attributes based on object level abstractions, such as
size [6] and shape [56], can also be identiﬁed and used as additional attributes.
Lindholm et al. [42] combined spatial conditions and semantic labels to separate
tissues based on expressions such as "show gas close to fat".
The second approach is to use statistical models to compute the most probable
mixture and location of materials within the voxel as summarized by Kaufman and
Mueller [32]. In a sense, the statistical models try to reverse-engineer the partial
volume eﬀect and either produce a weight per material or the most likely material
per voxel. Producing multiple weights is problematic from a memory consumption
perspective while taking the most likely material discards all the information
about less likely materials. A challenging scenario with the probabilistic models is
that they require a-priori knowledge about all materials. This means that values
corresponding to materials that are not known still must be forced to belong to a
material included in the model, which may mislead the user.
When existing, a segmentation can be combined with the transfer function to
constrain the result and thereby remove artifacts. The segmentation itself provides a
binary decision on which material the voxel contains. Simply using the segmentation
will therefore produce poor results in boundaries between materials. Tiede et al. [70]
and Hadwiger et al. [16] have presented methods to combine the transfer function
and segmentation to produce smooth boundaries with binary decisions. However,
accurate segmentation masks are usually not available and often need to be manually
created which is too time-consuming for practical use.

3.4.2

Feature reconstruction

The most common way of reconstructing data for visualization is to assume that the
signal is continuous. All values between two neighboring sample points must exist
under the continuity assumption. The implication is that all materials represented
between those two values also must exist in-between. Even for the cases where
all the materials do not exist between two neighboring sample points, i.e. during
the scanning procedure, they will nevertheless be reconstructed and displayed to
the user. As an example consider a CT scan of a human body. A ray that passes
through air and bone, which are far apart in the HU scale, must pass through all
the soft tissues deﬁned between air and bone under the continuity assumption.
As such, features currently visualized, blood, liver, kidney and so forth, will be
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Histogram

Intensity
Figure 3.5: A histogram (blue surface) can be added to the transfer function editor
to help the user understand the contents of the data set. However, it is still diﬃcult to
make a connection between the data values and the ﬁnal rendering on the screen.
visualized along the ray. Clearly, a ray passing through the head will most likely
not contain features such as kidney or liver. A major challenge is to reconstruct
the signal such that it can be classiﬁed into features that are expected by the user,
i.e. not a liver in the head.

3.4.3

Interaction complexity

Most work on transfer functions has been focused on improving feature separability
and usability for expert users. The methods can therefore expose detailed or
advanced features to allow the users to improve their classiﬁcation. Novice users
have been left with a set of predeﬁned settings designed by experts [48].
One of the most common ways of exploring volume data is to use a transfer function
that performs material mapping solely based on intensity values. A problem with
this approach is that there is no information about the data to guide the user in
the exploration process. It is possible to display additional information to help the
user, such as the histogram depicted in Figure 3.5. The histogram allows the user
to see how often the values occur within the data set. Other attributes can also
be displayed such as local histograms [47] based on spatially varying regions of
the data, or isosurface similarity [3]. Still, since an intensity value may occur at
diﬀerent locations in the data it can be hard to predict which feature will change in
the visualization when altering the transfer function. Marks et al. [50] introduced
design galleries, which allow the user to explore the parameter space using pictures
generated based on an analysis of the data. A set of parameters is chosen by
selecting the image containing the desired features, which may be more intuitive
than moving widgets in the intensity-based transfer function editor. However, only
a subset of the high dimensional parameter space can be represented by images so
there is a need to navigate the parameter space to retrieve the desired visualization.
A semi-automatic two-step approach to navigate this multidimensional space was
suggested by Pinto and Freitas [55]. They generated similar images based on the
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selected preview and then allowed the user to make detailed changes by manipulating
the transfer function directly in a second step. The automatic and semi-automatic
approaches require a metric that determines what a user thinks is important, which
may be impossible to determine. Pinto and Freitas also change all the color and
opacity at the same time, which may not be the intention of the user. König and
Gröller [35] presented a tool for medical doctors where previews are correlated
with the intensity domain to help the users establish a connection between the
data values and the ﬁnal rendering. They use a three-step approach with detailed
parameter editing and previews available at each step. The method starts with
initial peak speciﬁcation, then color speciﬁcation and ﬁnally opacity speciﬁcation.
However, there has not been any study on how well the method performs.

3.4.4

Summary of challenges in transfer function interaction

In order for volume data visualization to reach a wider audience it is necessary
to develop techniques and tools that are intuitive and can delineate the features
desired by the user. Enabling the user to improve feature separation without
introducing additional complexity is one of the major challenges when developing
transfer function methods. This involves dealing with the partial volume eﬀect as
well as signal discontinuity.
Most techniques presented for exploring volume data have been targeted to expert
users. Expert users may spend a considerate amount of time learning the tool and
have high demands on advanced features required to retrieve the desired result.
Novice users, on the other hand, need an easy interface that does not require much
explanation. Here, the challenge lies in enabling novice users to explore volume
data without prior knowledge on transfer function editors and little time to learn
the interface. This requires a technique that enables the user to understand the
connection between exploration parameters and the ﬁnal visualization, provides
feedback on the interactions such that the user can understand the eﬀect of changing
a parameter and is responsive such that the feedback is immediate. All of the
above requirements need to be met in order to give the user a feeling of being in
control.
Challenge: Improve feature separation without introducing additional complexity and enable novice users to explore volume data without prior knowledge on transfer function editors and little time to learn the interface.

Chapter

4

Enhancing and exploring salient
features in volume data
(contributions)
This chapter presents the contributions of the papers included in this thesis.
An overview contextualizing the papers within the visualization pipeline, is ﬁrst
presented followed by a more detailed description of each contribution.

4.1

Overview

The contributions of each paper with respect to the visualization pipeline is shown
in Figure 4.1. Paper A presents an overview of the state-of-the-art within the ﬁeld
of volumetric illumination and classiﬁes the listed techniques with respect to their
support for illumination eﬀects, computation speed when changing the camera,
light setup or transfer function as well as memory consumption. Papers B–D
present new methods to improve volume illumination using spherical harmonics
and photon mapping. The trade-oﬀ with respect to memory requirements, speed
and quality are evaluated for each of the presented methods. Paper E combines
the reconstruction and mapping stages within the visualization pipeline, enabling
domain knowledge to be encoded and desired features to be displayed. Paper F
introduces a dynamic gallery approach to make volume exploration more accessible
to novice users. This dynamic gallery allows the user to interact with the ﬁltering
and mapping stages in a more intuitive way compared to the standard widget-based
transfer function editor.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the contributions of the papers included in this thesis with
respect to the visualization pipeline applied to volume visualization. Papers A–D utilize
knowledge from the mapping stage, i.e. the transfer function, to improve the results
of the rendering stage. Papers E and F enhance the ﬁltering and mapping stages
by improved data reconstruction and transfer function interaction. All the presented
techniques leverage user knowledge to improve the quality or performance of the
method.

4.2

Unconstrained volume illumination

The possibilities of enhancing perception in volume visualization is limited by
the types of illumination eﬀects supported by the illumination algorithm. This
section presents three methods for interactive volumetric illumination, where the
constraints are reduced compared to state-of-the-art methods in the ﬁeld. The
ﬁrst method addresses the performance and memory impact of changing the light
sources in the scene using spherical harmonics. The second method enables the
photon mapping technique to be used for interactive exploration of the volume data
using the transfer function. The third method further improves the performance
of the photon mapping technique, thereby enabling interactive frame-rates when
changing the camera or applying the technique to time-varying data.

4.2.1

Dynamic light sources

There are three main parts to consider when solving direct (single scattering) light
transport in the rendering equation in terms of computational impact. These three
parts can be seen in Figure 3.3 on page 18. The ﬁrst part involves computing the
attenuation from the camera to the point within the volume, i.e. the attenuation in
the integral in Equation 3.1. The second part involves computing the integration of
light from all directions on the sphere at the evaluated point, cf. Equation 3.2. The
third part, connected to the integration of light, involves computing the attenuation
from the evaluated point to all light sources. The ﬁrst part is often solved by
traversing the view-ray and incrementally computing the attenuation along the ray
as explained in Section 3.2.2. The second and third parts need to be performed at
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Figure 4.2: The spherical harmonics basis function weights, representing the visibility at each point, are stored in a ﬂat blocked multiresolution datastructure. The
multiresolution datastructure allows computational eﬀorts and memory consumption
to be focused on regions with high spatial detail and thereby substantially reduce the
memory requirements.
each step along the ray, which is more computationally expensive compared to the
ﬁrst part. Paper B solves this by encoding attenuation and light from all incoming
directions using spherical harmonics. As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the use of
spherical harmonics is challenging from a memory and performance perspective.
These challenges are addressed in Paper B using a multiresolution data structure
as explained below.
Spherical harmonics visibility encoding
The visibility V (x), i.e. the attenuation from all incoming directions at position x,
is approximated using spherical harmonics basis function of degree nl ≤ 3 such that
V (x) ≈ Ṽ (x)l,m . Similarly, the incoming light from all directions at this position
is also approximated using spherical harmonics such that Li (x) ≈ L̃(x)l,m . By
using the properties of spherical harmonics it is possible to solve the second part of
the equation, the integration of light, using the dot product between the spherical
harmonics representation of the visibility and the light sources in the scene:
2

nl
l
l −1 

1 n
L̃i (x, ω
) ≈
Ṽ (x)l,m L̃(x)l,m =
Ṽ (x)i L̃(x)i .
4π l=0 m=−l
i=0

(4.1)

1
Here, the constant 4π
comes from the fact that an isotropic phase function is
assumed and the index i is simply ﬂattened from indices (l, m) to better show the
applicability of the dot product. Note that it is possible to change the light source
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(a) Local visibility computation.

(b) Global visibility computation.

Figure 4.3: Eﬃcient visibility computation using spherical harmonics. (a) The local
visibility is computed for each point in the multi-resolution data structure by adaptively
sampling the spherical neighborhood. (b) The spherical harmonics representation of the
local visibility is reused when computing the global visibility to improve the performance.
setup without recomputing the spherical harmonics representation of the visibility
since the visibility is independent of the light source information.
Unfortunately, encoding the visibility using spherical harmonics has a substantial
impact on memory consumption. Each location storing the visibility requires at
least four basis function weights, which means that an overhead of at least four
times the original data set is required for a spatial resolution equivalent to the
volume data. Paper B addresses the memory challenge by using a ﬂat blocked
multiresolution datastructure [45] to store the spherical harmonics weights as
illustrated in Figure 4.2. The use of a multiresolution datastructure allows the
spatial resolution of the visibility information to vary, increasing where high detail
is needed and decreasing where the data is constant or not visible, according to
the given memory budget as described in the work by Ljung et al. [45]. The
multiresolution datastructure is also used to decrease the computation time as
described in the following subsection.
Visibility computation
The visibility computation was inspired by the two-step integration approach used
in the work by Hernell et al. [20]. They computed ambient occlusion by ﬁrst
integrating the local occlusion in a direction and then use it to take larger steps
when integrating the global occlusion. Our approach uses the same two steps but
encode the visibility from all directions using spherical harmonics. The ﬁrst step,
illustrated in Figure 4.3(a), computes the local visibility around each point in the
multiresolution grid. The local integration utilizes the level-of-detail given by a
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between the use of shading (left) and attenuated illumination
computed using with the spherical harmonics visibility encoding (right). The highlights
emphasize that spatial structures become more apparent when taking the global visibility
into account.
multiresolution datastructure to adaptively sample the data. The computation
of the local visibility has two advantages. First, it may be used to incorporate
local ambient occlusion in the visualization, which can be beneﬁcial to use when
visualizing noisy data [21]. Second, it can be used to speed up the computation of
global visibility, which is the second step in the visibility computation. The global
visibility is computed by taking steps with lengths equal to the extent of the local
visibility as illustrated in Figure 4.3(b). The local visibility can thereby be reused
instead of computing the visibility again.

Results and applicability
Spherical harmonics-based illumination can enhance the depth perception compared
to local illumination as demonstrated in Figure 4.4. A thorough evaluation of the
impact on image quality was performed for varying number of spherical harmonics
coeﬃcients, number of rays used to compute the visibility and local visibility radius.
The evaluation showed that the visual quality, using the HDR-VDP norm [49],
increases linearly with the number of spherical harmonics coeﬃcients used. Roughly
30 diﬀerent directions should be used for the visibility computation from a quality
versus performance point of view. Using too few directions to evaluate the visibility
will introduce noisy and distorted shadows. A local visibility radius of about twelve
to sixteen voxels was shown to be optimal in terms of computation speed for the
global visibility. While changing the camera can be done with rendering speeds of
6-30 frames per second, changing the transfer function require computation times
in the order of seconds. The light sources can be changed interactively since it
only involves updating their spherical harmonics coeﬃcients. A wide variety of
light source types and complex light setups are supported. However, the produced
shadows are generally of low frequency since it is it not feasible with interactive
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performance to use the number of spherical harmonics coeﬃcients necessary to
reproduce high frequency changes.

4.2.2

Dynamic transfer function

Although the spherical harmonics method presented in Paper B can handle complex
light setups, the generated shadows are of low frequency and it cannot produce
illumination eﬀects such as multiple scattering. The photon mapping technique, on
the other hand, can produce a wide range of illumination eﬀects with high quality.
We would therefore like to use the photon mapping technique for interactive volume
rendering. However, as pointed out in Section 3.3.2, the photon mapping technique
has been limited to oﬄine rendering due to the amount of computations required.
Paper C address the challenge of enabling photon mapping to be used for interactive
exploration of volume data using the transfer function. The underpinning idea
is to reduce the amount of computation necessary when changing the transfer
function by only recomputing the parts of the volume rendering equation aﬀected
by the change. Identifying and recomputing the aﬀected parts must be faster than
recomputing everything and the memory overhead should be minimized. Following
the work of Jensen and Christensen [24], the rendering equation is separated into
two parts. One considers the generation of the light distribution, i.e. photon
tracing, and the other considers the estimation of incoming light along a view-ray,
i.e. photon gathering. Information about both of these parts needs to be stored in
order to know if they are aﬀected by a change.
Historygram
A brute-force method to store information about the used parameters would store
a list of all the material parameters (color, opacity, scattering properties and so
on) occurring at each step in the photon tracing or view-ray calculation. When
a parameter changes, for example the color or opacity, one would search for the
photons and view-rays that contain the changed parameter and recompute them.
However, the memory overhead would be substantial since many steps may be
taken along each ray and searching through all used material parameters would not
be eﬃcient. Paper C utilizes the fact that all material parameters are dependent
on the data values due to the mapping through the transfer function, which means
that it is possible to reduce the storage to actual data values without losing any
information. While this reduces the amount of data to a list of data values instead
of a list of all material parameters, each photon or view-ray may use hundreds of
data values, which is still too costly. It is possible to reduce the required information
further by utilizing the fact that it is only necessary to know if a value has been
used, not how many times, in order to determine if a change aﬀected the photon or
view-ray. Paper C propose to uniformly divide the data domain and use a binary
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Figure 4.5: The data used by view-ray segments S1-S7 and photon interactions
P1-P4 are encoded using a binary representation indicated by the colored boxes. This
example uses two bits to represent the data while in practice 32-64 bits are used. The
segments and photons to recompute when the user changes the transfer function can
be eﬃciently determined by comparing the used data with the data range aﬀected by
the change.
ﬂag to indicate if a data value within the range has been used. The representation
of the history of a photon or view-ray is referred to as a historygram.
Each view-ray is divided into a set of segments in order to gain a more ﬁne-grained
detection of change. The view-ray segments can be combined during the rendering
using the multiplicative property of the attenuation in Equation 2.2. Each photon
and view-ray segment store a historygram as seen in Figure 4.5. The binary
information is represented using hardware supported formats, typically with 32
or 64 bits, which means that evaluating if a photon or view-ray has changed
can be performed using native hardware binary instructions. The historygram
data structure is therefore eﬃcient to create and evaluate while requiring a small
memory storage overhead. A change of the transfer function is encoded using a query
historygram. The query historygram is created by marking the bins representing
the changed scalar values. Each photon and view-ray segment historygram is
compared to the query historygram to see if they are aﬀected by the change and
therefore need to be recomputed. The changed photons are retraced and the
changed view-ray segments perform the photon gathering step again. The ﬁnal
image is generated by combining the view-ray segments along each ray.
Photon gathering on the GPU
Photons need to be gathered within a given radius at each step along the view
ray according to Equation 3.10. Using a brute force approach would be too
computationally expensive to gain interactive performance since the operation
needs to be performed at each step along the ray. Finding the nearby photons
therefore requires an eﬃcient data structure that is adapted to GPUs. A common
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Figure 4.6: High quality illumination of a CT scan of a hand using the photon
mapping technique with multiple scattering. About 70 % of the calculations can be
reused when changing the material representing the bone.
approach is to use kd-tree for CPU-based photon mapping techniques [23]. However,
these types of data structures require data access patterns that generally do not
perform well on GPUs. Instead, Paper C uses a chaining hash table for this
purpose. The chaining hash table allow photons to be found in O(1) time. Each
bin within the hash table represent a uniformly sized box with a size equal to the
search radius. The photons within a bin are stored contiguously in memory to
improve performance through memory-aligned access. Finding all photons within
the radius at a location along the ray can be done by querying the twenty-seven
neighboring bins. The performance of the photon mapping gathering process can
thus be improved without sacriﬁcing quality.

Results and applicability
The quantitative results show that speedups between 1.3 to 15.2 times can be
made when changing the transfer function at the cost of an initialization overhead
between 5 to 25 percent. The performance improvement means that interactive
frame-rates can be achieved when exploring volume data using the transfer function.
High quality visualization can be created using multiple light sources of diﬀerent
types placed anywhere in the scene with eﬀects such as multiple scattering. An
example of the visual quality possible with this method is given in Figure 4.6.
Further work needs to be done to improve the photon gathering performance to
allow interactive camera movements. The method is suitable in applications with
static volume data where high quality illumination is desired.

4.2.3

Dynamic volume data

Solving the volume rendering equation for time-varying volume data is challenging
since all parts of the equation need to be solved all the time as discussed in
Section 3.3.2. Interactive photon mapping can therefore not be achieved with
current hardware when applying the method in Paper C to time-varying volume
data. Paper D extends the underpinning idea of updating the photons that change
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Figure 4.7: The two regions A and B in the time-varying ultrasound data set have
diﬀerent characteristics over time. Region A looks almost the same in the two time
steps, while region B has a large visual change. Paper D identiﬁes the regions within
the data between time steps that have highest visual change and focus the photon
distribution computation to region B in this case.

in Paper C to also work for time-varying data. The challenge in Section 3.3.2 is
addressed by identifying and utilizing the correlation between photon distributions
to propagate the subset of the photons that change to the new photon distribution.
Thus, the method in Paper D enables the photons invariant to change between
time-steps in region A in Figure 4.7 to be reused, while prioritizing the photons
changing in region B according to their visual importance.
Similar to Paper C, the overhead in terms of computation and memory for identifying the correlation needs to be low, such that the beneﬁt of utilizing the correlation
is not lost. The computation and memory overhead can be reduced by minimizing
the amount of information necessary to compute the correlation as well as using a
low resolution data structure for storage. It was identiﬁed that metadata containing
the minimum and maximum values of a region can give suﬃcient information if it is
combined with the changes of the region in time and detailed information about the
transfer function. A uniform grid of lower resolution, where each cell stores these
values, is used to reduce the memory and computation overhead. Reducing the
resolution of the grid increases the computation speed but decreases the separability
of small features. Each cell in the uniform grid encodes the mean value diﬀerence
between two time steps E[|V (ti ) − V (ti−1 )|] as well as the minimum and maximum
values, Vmin and Vmax , respectively, within the cell. The metadata of a region
together with the transfer function are used to compute the visual importance of a
change. The visual importance is collected by the photons in the scene and used to
prioritize the photon tracing of the changed photons. The most important photons
are retraced and sent to the gathering stage, which enable the computations to
operate on a subset of the photon distribution instead of the whole one. The
described pipeline is illustrated in Figure 4.8. The novel visual importance metric
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Figure 4.8: Changes due to time-varying volume data or visual parameters are used to
calculate an importance map. The importance map only consider changes that may have
a visual impact. The photons are prioritized by collecting the visual importance along
their paths. The most important photons are re-traced and then sent to the gathering
step along with the corresponding old ones. The ﬁnal rendering can be computed by
removing the contributions from the old photons and adding the contributions from
the retraced photons.
and new photon gathering approach in the pipeline are described in more detail
below.
Visual importance
The correlation between time steps is found by applying an importance metric that
considers visible changes. A change within the data is only visible if the transfer
function is varying, i.e. not constant. Paper D introduces a visual importance
metric, which considers changes in the data as well as the transfer function. The
response of the metric is high in regions where the data changes a lot in combination
with a varying transfer function. The change in data is measured as the mean
diﬀerence between two time steps within a cell E[|V (ti ) − V (ti−1 )|]. The change
in the transfer function is evaluated between the minimum and maximum values

within the cell, v ∈ [Vmin , Vmax ]. Both the maximum change of color C(v)
in
the Lab color space and the opacity α(v) are considered when forming the visual
importance ψV :
ψV =E[|V (ti ) − V (ti−1 )|]
⎛
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Here, C0 = ||(100, 500, 400)| | is a normalization factor for the Lab color and
v ∈ [Vmin , Vmax ] are the minimum and maximum values within the cell of both
time steps. Paper D describes a similar method to compute the visual importance
due to a transfer function change. These two metrics are added together to form
the ﬁnal visual importance stored in the grid. Photons passing cells with zero
visual importance can be directly propagated to the next time step. The other
photons are prioritized according to their accumulated visual importance, traced
again and sent to the photon gathering stage.
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Approximate photon gathering
The most computationally expensive step in the photon mapping method is the
gathering of photons. A ray is cast from each pixel on the screen. At each step
along the ray, typically two steps per voxel, the nearby photons need to be collected
in order to estimate the incoming radiance in Equation 3.10. While Paper C used
a hash data structure to improve the performance of accessing nearby photons, it
is still too computationally expensive to perform interactively when changing the
camera. Paper D presents an approximation to this step. Equation 3.10 is divided
into two parts, one where the density estimation is computed and one where the
shading is done. The density estimation is computed and stored at each position
xi in a grid co-located with the original data set:
Φ(xi ) ≈

n


Φp (xp , ω
 p)
W (||xi − xp ||/r).
3
4
πr
p=1
3

(4.3)

The number of expensive density estimations is thereby reduced to the number of
grid-locations instead of the number of steps along all rays. The density estimation
along each ray can be reconstructed from the grid using hardware accelerated
linear ﬁltering, which is less costly than ﬁnding and taking nearby photons into
account. Unfortunately, the directional component of the photons is lost using this
approximation. The direction is instead approximated by performing the shading
for each light source and weighing the shading by the relative power of the light
sources.
The density estimation in Equation 4.3 is extended to operate on the photon
diﬀerence distribution over time, i.e. the subset of photons changing between time
steps told and tnew , instead of the whole distribution. The photon distribution
Φ(xi , tnew ) at the new time step is computed by removing the changed photons
ΔΦp (xp , ω
 p , told ) and adding the re-traced photons ΔΦp (xp , ω
 p , tnew ):
Φ(xi , tnew ) ≈ Φ(xi , told ) +
−

n


ΔΦp (xp , ω
 p , tnew )
W (||xi − xp ||/r)
4
πr3
p=1
3
n


ΔΦp (xp , ω
 p , told )
W (||xi − xp ||/r).
3
4
πr
p=1
3

(4.4)

Here, Φ(xi , told ) is the density estimation computed at the previous time step. The
subset of photons needs to contain at most half of the total photon distribution for
Equation 4.4 to be beneﬁcial to use.

Results and applicability
The method was evaluated with respect to image quality and performance when
limiting the number of updated photons per frame. The perceptual impact of
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(a) Visual importance (dotted line) versus equal importance (solid line) with a maximum of
40% of photons updated per frame.
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Figure 4.9: Perceptual impact of the visual importance approach applied to an
ultrasound data set. The image quality is improved when applying the visual importance
based metric to determine which photons are updated (a). Reference image where all
photons have been recomputed, equal importance and visual importance at frame 37 in
the sequence (c)–(d). (f)–(g) Color mapped SSIM error of (c) and (d).
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applying the method to an ultrasound data set is shown in Figure 4.9. A maximum
of 40% of the total photons where permitted to be updated at each frame. The
visual importance based approach is compared to using a uniform pattern for
deciding which photons are updated. The mean structural similarity (MSSIM) [73]
was used as error metric. The MSSIM metric ranges from [−1, 1], where −1 is
worst and 1 is the same as the reference image. The visual importance based
method outperforms the uniform pattern in terms of image quality as seen in
Figure 4.9(a). Similar results were shown in Paper D for a CT scan of a beating
heart and a fused MRI/fMRI scan of a brain.
The correlated photon mapping method is 3 to 9 times faster without losing image
quality compared to retracing and gathering the entire photon distribution at each
frame. In addition, the approximate photon gathering approach is about eight
times faster than the method presented in Paper C.
The correlated photon mapping method is suitable for applications with timevarying volumes or static volumes using progressive computation. The support
for incremental computations based on visual importance implies that interactive
performance with high quality illumination can be reached for static volumes with
higher resolution. The presented visual importance metric cannot in its current
form capture all aspects of visual quality, especially for noisy data. This can be
remedied by extending the concept of visual importance with more advanced data
models or including more information about the scene.

4.3

Reconstructing what the user wants

Paper E presents an approach that combines the reconstruction and mapping
stages within the visualization pipeline to address the feature separation challenges
mentioned in Section 3.4.1. The combination of these two stages allows the user’s
knowledge about the data to be incorporated while avoiding additional interaction
complexity. The incorporated knowledge enables a more accurate representation
of the studied object to be visualized. The core idea is that the object of study
consists of a set of features that are represented by a continuous signal within
each feature but may be discontinuous between features. In practice, this means
that color and opacity can vary within a feature but will not be aﬀected by other
features. Given prior knowledge about the features within the object of study, it is
possible to reconstruct a signal for each visualized feature that is better than using
a single reconstruction for multiple features.

4.3.1

Feature-based reconstruction

The feature-based reconstruction idea employs a probabilistic model for the features
together with a reconstruction per feature as illustrated in Figure 4.10. A data value
yi at a grid point belongs to a certain feature fj with the probability P (fj | yi ) ∈ [0, 1]
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Figure 4.10: The users’ knowledge is incorporated using a classiﬁcation per feature,
which allows a feature-speciﬁc reconstruction to be performed. The features can thus
be separated and combined into a visual response.
A principal idea of Paper E is that the probability can be derived directly from
the existing transfer function editor, which is the key to reduce transfer function
interaction complexity. The kernel regression framework by Takeda et al. [69] is
extended to allow optimal continuous signal reconstruction within features using
the constraints given by the feature classiﬁcation. The estimated reconstructed
signal ẑ(x) at location x for a normalized spatial kernel is given by
ẑ(x) =


yi ∈ΩK

wi yi ,

(4.5)

where wi is the spatial weight and ΩK the neighboring samples within the kernel of
size K. The standard formulation for a spatial kernel in Equation 4.5 is extended
to support features using an additional feature weight wf = P (fj | yi ):


ẑf (x) =

yi ∈ΩK

wi wf yi



yi ∈ΩK

wi wf

.

(4.6)

Here, the sum in the denominator is for kernel normalization. The reconstructed
feature signals are mapped through the transfer function and combined to form
the ﬁnal visual contribution at position x.

4.3.2

Dealing with the partial volume eﬀect

The diﬃcult problem of partial volume is addressed by adaptively selecting the
kernel size in Equation 4.6 such that high frequency features are kept in areas with
solid features, i.e. corresponding to high probabilities. The maximum kernel size
σmax is set to be two times the point spread function (PSF) σPSF , which is the root
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Figure 4.11: A contrast agent (red) and bone (white) are visualized using continuous
data reconstruction (left) and using feature-based reconstruction (right). The continuous
reconstruction incorrectly produces contrast agent around the skull. The feature-based
reconstruction preserves the continuity within the contrast agent and bone features
while at the same time preventing interpolation between them. The data was scanned
using a dual energy scanner and is therefore multi-variate, which is diﬃcult for other
methods to handle.
cause of the partial volume eﬀect. The support of a feature is ﬁrst determined
using a kernel neighborhood Ωmax of a size equal to the observed PSF:
Ff (x, f, Ωmax ) =


yi ∈Ωmax

wi wf .

(4.7)

Higher support will be given to sample points where features of high probability
are close to the sample point. The adaptive kernel size for a feature is computed
using a linear combination of the minimum (σmin = 23 voxels) and maximum σmax
kernel sizes:
σf = Ff (x, f, Ωmax )σmin + (1 − Ff (x, f, Ωmax ))σmax .

(4.8)

The adaptive kernel size allows solid features to be reconstructed using a small
kernel size and retain a sharp appearance. Note that kernels with zero support
will not generate a visual contribution, which means that numerical issues in the
denominator Equation 4.6 are avoided.

Results and applicability
Figure 4.11 shows the results of applying the method to a dual energy CT scan
of a human head. Using a continuous reconstruction method will visualize the
injected contrast agent around the skull due to the transition between air and bone.
The feature-based reconstruction approach is capable of preserving the continuous
signal within the bone and contrast agent while preventing reconstruction between
them. This type of misclassiﬁcation problem has been addressed previously by
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Figure 4.12: Dynamic galleries for volume data exploration. The top view displays
the visualization, while the bottom part is reserved for volume data exploration. On the
left, the bottom shows a gallery of images generated based on subsets of the intensity
domain. The user can get an overview of the data set or drill down to detail within
the gallery by zooming using touch interactions. Visual properties can be edited by
selecting a gallery image. On the right, the bottom shows how the visualization will
look when changing the opacity of the edited data range.
introducing additional attributes during the transfer function mapping, such as
gradient magnitude. As discussed in Section 3.4.1, the use of additional attributes
adds interaction complexity to the transfer function which is already a limiting
factor when exploring volume data.
The applicability of this work is limited by its performance. The method has not
been optimized for GPUs and competes with built-in hardware linear interpolation,
with next to zero overhead on GPUs.

4.4

Volume data exploration for novice users

Paper F presents a gallery based technique for exploring volume data. The most
commonly used 1D transfer function editor is conceptually simple but hard to
master due to the lack of spatial connection to the data as discussed in Section 3.4.3.
The strengths and weaknesses of the 1D transfer function editor come from the
fact that the optical properties are changed based on a projection of the data to
the intensity domain. The intensity domain lacks information about where the
data exist in the volume and it therefore becomes diﬃcult to predict where the
optical property changes will occur in the visualization.

4.4.1

Spatial connection for intuitive understanding

The core idea in Paper F is to add a spatial connection and combine it with
interaction to allow the user to predict where a change will have eﬀect while
exploring the data set in the intensity domain. The intensity domain is subdivided
into equally spaced regions and a preview is generated for each region, forming
a gallery that is dynamically updated upon interaction. A zoom operation will
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Figure 4.13: Improving intuitiveness by using preview when changing the opacity
from low to high. Linearly varying the opacity (top). Varying the opacity using the
presented mapping function (bottom).
change the data range used for each preview region. A zoomed out view will thus
generate a gallery covering the whole intensity domain, while a zoomed in view
will display a subset of the intensity domain. A panning operation will change
the displayed data range in the gallery and, correspondingly, ﬁlter away the data
outside of the displayed range. The user can edit an intensity range by selecting
the preview representing the given range. The eﬀect of changing the opacity for the
intensity range will be displayed using the dynamic gallery as well as a simpliﬁed
color selector. An overview of these operations is given in Figure 4.12.

4.4.2

Improving intuitiveness

The method was developed using an iterative design process, which involved
improving the design and method in several aspects. Generating a gallery based
on linearly varying the opacity from zero to one will produce a non-linear visual
appearance due to the exponential behavior of the attenuation, cf. Equation 2.2 and
Figure 4.13, top. A mapping function which reverts the non-linearity was therefore
introduced. The mapping function alters the opacity in a non-linear fashion such
that the visual change is linear under the assumption that the opacity is constant
for the data range being edited:
1

α̃ = 1 − (1 − α) d˜ ,

(4.9)

where d˜ is a normalization factor that takes the distance a ray passes through the
constant opacity into account. The eﬀects of applying the mapping function can
be seen in Figure 4.13, bottom.
Most color pickers display two dimensions of the color space and use a slider
to control the third dimension. Changing the color in this case involves two
interactions, one for selection in the two-dimensional space and one for the slider.
Paper F instead proposes to use a color picker where all three dimensions are
projected onto a spherical surface using the HSV color space as illustrated in
Figure 4.14. The radial angle on the spherical surface represents the hue while
the radius is divided into two segments, one for the saturation and one for the
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hue

saturation
value

Figure 4.14: Simpliﬁed color picker in HSV color space. The user interaction for
selecting color is minimized by projecting the three-dimensional color space onto a
two-dimensional color sphere.
value. While desaturated colors with varying values are not possible to select, it
constitutes a good tradeoﬀ between interaction complexity and ﬂexibility since
only a single interaction is necessary.

Results and applicability
A user study was performed in a science center with sixteen participants aged
between six and forty years old. The main goal of the study was to ﬁnd out if the
added spatial coupling made the volume data exploration more intuitive, while
the secondary goals were to ﬁnd out how easy, engaging, inviting and fun to use
the method was compared to the commonly used widget-based transfer function
with a histogram in the background. The study took place around Easter, so the
task of the participants was to ﬁnd an Easter egg hidden in two randomly selected
data sets, one for each method. The task involved changing the opacity and color
for the intensity values to make the egg visible as well as ﬁltering away features
hiding the egg. The initial setup shown to the participants for one of the data sets
is depicted in Figure 4.15.
Out of the sixteen participants, three favored the standard transfer function while
thirteen favored the dynamic gallery approach. In general, the participants made
more conscious decisions with the dynamic gallery method when deciding what to
edit. It was observed that many participants pressed the visualization area to see
if they could edit the object, a feature missing in both methods. The quantitative
results showed that most people thought it was entertaining to explore the volume
data using both approaches and would try it in an exhibition, but that the dynamic
gallery approach was easier to learn, more fun to use and had a more inviting
design.
The presented method is suitable in applications where ease of use is more important
than detailed control of advanced transfer function parameters. The user study
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(a) Widget-based transfer function

(b) Dynamic gallery method

Figure 4.15: Initial setup of the user study for the piggy bank data set in Paper F. The
standard transfer function editor has been simpliﬁed and adapted for touch interaction
to allow a better comparison. The participants were assigned the task of ﬁnding an
Easter egg, which in this case was hidden inside the piggy bank.
indicates that the intuitiveness can be improved by combining the approach further
with methods that allow the user to pick and edit features in the ﬁnal visualization,
such as the one presented by Guo et al. [14].

Chapter

5

Concluding remarks
In this thesis, methods have been presented to enable high quality illumination for
interactive volume rendering as well as tools for exploring data that are better at
separating features, dealing with discontinuities and are easier to use for novice
users. The applicability of the presented methods has been demonstrated on a range
of data sets predominantly from the medical domain. These data sets stem from
modalities with diﬀerent characteristics from low noise CT data to time-varying
noisy ultrasound data. This chapter provides a summary of the contributions as
well as a reﬂection on future work.

5.1

Interactive volumetric illumination

Achieving high quality visualizations at interactive frame rates is a challenging
task that requires tradeoﬀs with respect to feasible illumination eﬀects, memory
footprint and speed. These aspects have been evaluated with respect to the use
of spherical harmonics and photon mapping. A central theme of the presented
illumination algorithms is the use of encoded knowledge of the visible content to
improve the eﬃciency of the methods.
A multi-resolution data structure is used for the spherical harmonics representation
where the transfer function determines the level of detail within the data structure.
This data structure allows the memory overhead and computation time to be
reduced while retaining the illumination quality. An evaluation of the trade-oﬀ
between performance and memory overhead shows that the illumination quality
improves linearly with the number of spherical harmonics coeﬃcients. About 30
directions should be used to determine the visibility for each point in the grid and
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the best performance is reached when the local visibility radius is between twelve
to sixteen voxels. The spherical harmonics visibility approach is best suitable for
scenarios with dynamic complex light setups.
The photon mapping technique produces high quality illumination and support a
wide range of illumination eﬀects. The presented methods improve the existing
photon mapping technique by detecting and utilizing changes within the data that
will have a visual eﬀect on the visualization. Computations are focused on changing
areas in order to reduce the computation time for the photon tracing and photon
gathering. Two eﬃcient methods for detecting changes were presented. The ﬁrst
method encodes the history of the used data for each photon and yields superior
performance when the transfer function changes. The second method uses a low
resolution grid in object space to detect changes and determine the visual impact of
the change. The object space detection enables changing areas to be recomputed for
time-varying data in addition to transfer function changes. A priority is assigned
based on the visual impact, which is used to retain quality while reducing the
amount of required computations. The presented photon mapping methods allow
high quality volumetric illumination to be used in interactive applications with
time-varying data while changing the transfer function or the camera.

5.2

Volumetric data exploration

The transfer function is one of the core tools to apply when exploring volumetric
data. The fundamental concept behind the transfer function is to classify and map
a measured data value to optical properties. Each measured value is commonly
created using a spatial ﬁlter, i.e. the value represents a mixture of objects within
the spatial extent of the ﬁlter kernel. Reconstructing the original objects from
measured values is diﬃcult since the material mixture is generally not known during
reconstruction. A method was presented which encodes the user’s knowledge about
the objects in probabilities in order to improve the reconstruction. Boundaries
between objects become sharp in areas where the probability is high and fuzzy in
uncertain areas. The user’s knowledge can be derived directly from the transfer
function and does not add additional interaction complexity. The performance of
the presented reconstruction needs to be improved before it can be used in practice.
A transfer function tool that can be immediately understood and used by a user
having no previous experience of volumetric data is yet to be presented. A major
obstacle in making a transfer function immediately understood is that it is diﬃcult
to convey that data from the same point of view can be visualized in diﬀerent ways.
Changing the point of view is familiar from everyday life activities. However, being
able to bring out new features that are not visible from the current viewpoint is not
part of everyday life and can therefore be a hard concept to grasp. A ﬁrst take on
an intuitive exploration method employs a gallery of images that are dynamically
generated based on user interactions. Each gallery image depicts a subset of the full
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data range, which enables the user to see the features contained within the data set
even though they are not present in the ﬁnal rendering. A change of opacity can
result in a larger or smaller change in the ﬁnal rendering depending on the value
of the opacity due to the non-linear behavior of the underlying function. A novel
approach to perform a visually linear change independent of the opacity value was
presented and used together with the dynamic gallery to improve the intuitiveness
of the method. In a study with sixteen participants, the presented dynamic gallery
approach was compared to the most commonly used transfer function editor at a
science center. While the participants made more conscious decisions using the
novel approach, it was observed that they also wanted to be able to edit features
directly in the ﬁnal visualization. The quantitative results shows that visitors ﬁnd
the dynamic gallery approach to be easier to learn and use.

5.3

Outlook

Volume rendering has come a long way since it was introduced in the late 20th
century. The emission-absorption model can be used to visualize static petabyte
sized data sets on a desktop computer interactively by streaming the necessary
data [17]. However, when it comes to applying illumination, which requires a
global access pattern, we still have diﬃculties handling gigabyte sized data sets
interactively. Illumination algorithms utilizing multi-resolution data structures or
sparse layouts will need to be designed in order to be applicable to these larger data
sets. During the exploration process, they need to be able to take a continuous ﬂow
of data into account. Progressive approaches often fail for these types of large data
sets when it comes to time-varying data. Most of the data varies and therefore
needs to be replaced over a short period of time, which interrupts the progressive
rendering employed for generating high quality results. Time-varying data also
adds additional constraints on the illumination algorithms since less time can be
spent on the rendering and auxiliary data needs to be streamed for all but the
smallest time series. In this thesis, focusing the computation on certain parts of the
data enabled high quality illumination to be used for time-varying data. However,
the presented metrics used for determining which parts to focus on are basic and
need to be improved for those scenarios. A performance gain, without losing visual
quality, could be made by designing a perceptual metric that determines exactly
what is important in a given scenario. A better quality metric could be achieved
by further investigating the perceptual eﬀects of illumination and taking domain
speciﬁc knowledge into account.
Linear interpolation is ubiquitously used when it comes to reconstruction of volume
data on the GPU. The built-in functionality produces next to zero overhead
compared to fetching the nearest neighbors. Re-implementing linear interpolation
by fetching the nearest neighbors or using any other type of reconstruction has a
substantial performance penalty, which prevents better reconstruction methods
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from being used in real-world applications. New opportunities will open up if
the hardware manufacturers would allow developers and researchers to alter the
built-in interpolation scheme.
Transfer functions have thus far mostly been developed for general use-cases such
that they can be applied to any type of data. While the tools are good for many
users, they are not perfect for everyone. The medical ﬁeld is a good example. While
the tools for exploring volume data exist in the medical workstations, they are
rarely used due to the time eﬀort it takes to learn and use them. Radiologists could
potentially start to explore the data if they had a tool speciﬁcally designed for
their examination. Time-varying volumetric data exploration requires an entirely
diﬀerent approach on the transfer function side. A single time-step is likely not
the focus of the data anymore. Tuning the transfer function to a single time-step
will cause features to appear and disappear over time in the presence of noise. The
tools therefore need to adapt to the variability of the data such that features are
visualized over time consistently. The data needs to be aggregated in a way that is
intuitive for the user to understand and presented such that an overview of the
complete data over time is given. Intuitive interaction needs to be added as well to
allow the user to drill down into speciﬁc regions within a time step.
In a broader perspective, I believe that the combination of medical visualization
and augmented reality will have a major impact on healthcare. Vital organs and
important information can, for example, be augmented on the body during surgery.
A surgeon will thereby be able to see the salient features within the body, thus
increasing the precision and making it easier to both plan and perform an operation.
There will also be an increase in the amount and variety of information about a
patient during daily activities due to the use of more sensors measuring for example
heart rate and insulin levels. Both the amount and the variety is a challenge for
this type of data. Visualization will have a key role in making sense of the data to
prevent illness and diagnose patients.
We have come a long way since the introduction of volume visualization and
visualization in general, but there is still an abundance of challenges to address!
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